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NORMAL OPENING HOURS:
The fitness area closes 15 minutes before the center closing time!

 
Center
Sauna

Mon/ Wed
06.30 - 22.00
07.00 - 21.30

Tue/ Thu
09.00 - 22.30
09.30 - 22.00

Fri
06.30 - 21.00
07.00 - 20.30

Sat/ Sun
09.00 - 18.00
10.00 - 17.30



OPENING HOURS DURING THE HOLIDAYS:
The fitness area closes 15 minutes before the center closing time!

Green Thursday
28
.
03
.

09.00 - 22.30

Good Friday
29
.
03
.

09.00 - 15.00

Easter
31
.
03
.

Geschlossen

Easter Monday
01
.
04
.

09.00 - 18.00

Labour Day
01
.
05
.

09.00 - 18.00

Ascension Day
09
.
05
.

09.00 - 18.00

Whitsun
19
.
05
.

09.00 - 15.00

Whit Monday
20
.
05
.

09.00 - 18.00

Special Day
31
.
07
.

09.00 - 15.00

Swiss National Holiday
01
.
08
.

09.00 - 18.00

Christmas Eve
24
.
12
.

09.00 - 15.00

Christmas
25
.
12
.

Geschlossen

St. Stephen`s Day
26
.
12
.

09.00 - 18.00

New Year`s Eve
31
.
12
.

09.00 - 15.00

New Year`s Day
01
.
01
.

Geschlossen
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registration Group Fitness
To ensure our ability to plan, all participants must register. All group courses are without guarantee and can be postponed or canceled at any time.

registration for Non-members:
Since we have to register all non-members in our software first, we need your full name and e-mail address. You can give us this information by mail or phone.
send e-mailcall us

registration for Members:
Via Webseite:
anmeldenStudio identification: “forum”

Via E-Fit App:
androidiosStudio identification: “forum”

Reservations can be made up to 1 hour before the start of the course, after which open places are allocated directly at the reception on a first-come-first-served basis (no telephone reservations!).
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buy membership
Thank you for your interest in a membership with us! You are welcome to sign up for your membership on site, directly before your first workout.

We will be happy to advise you on site if you are not yet sure which membership suits you best.


You want to test our studio before?

schedule free trial
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Special hours with silver-subscription
Our customers with a silver membership, have access during the following hours:


Mon - Fri: Opening-12.00 + 13.30-17.15

Sat + Sun: entire opening time
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Jobs
About NYSC
Free Trial
Personal Training

Follow us
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Forum
Joggeli
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your gym in basel
forum fitness
In the city center near the Johanniterbrücke, on 1800 m2, the Forum Sports Club offers everything that makes up a fitness center.
contactschedule free trialview locationcall usview opening hours


[image: ]St. Johanns-Vorstadt 41
4056 Basel
view map
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[image: ]061 322 85 85
call us
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[image: ]Mon/ Wed
Tue/ Thu
Fri
Sat + Sun
06.30 - 22.00
09.00 - 22.30
06.30 - 21.00
09.00 - 18.00

view opening hours




news from forum
March Update
We said goodbye to vaccination and mask mandates, and we became licensed by Swiss Powerlifting.
Read the latest news
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Our Gym in all its glory
the club areas


[image: Freihantelbereich im Forum Fitness Basel]Free weight area
On the second floor you will find our large free weight area with a variety of barbells and dumbbells. Our dumbells are available up to 60kg.



[image: Powerliftingbereich im Forum Fitness Basel]Powerlifting area
Also on the second floor, is the powerlifting area. We are officially licensed by Swiss Powerlifting and all conditions for intensive strength and powerlifting training are provided.



[image: ]calisthenics
At our Calisthenics Rack on the second floor Calisthenics enthusiasts can train in any weather. For the curious and interested, we offer a beginner's course every Wednesday.



[image: Wellnessbereich Forum Fitness Basel.]wellness area
In our mixed wellness area there is a Finnish sauna, a relaxation room, showers and a small terrace to enjoy.



[image: Gruppenkurse im Joggeli Fitness Basel]group courses
At Forum Fitness, we offer a variety of daily group classes for every fitness level. Get inspired by our group classes and sign up.



[image: ]Personal Training
Optimize your training with the expert guidance of a personal trainer. Partnering with a personal trainer will make your workouts more efficient. They will help you to be focused and motivated so that you may reach your personal best. (-> view offering) 









Dank des 3D-Scans kannst du das Luxor auch virtuell von zu Hause besuchen und alle Bereiche einsehen.
Luxor Fitness in 360° ansehen
[image: ]


get started
today for Free! 
schedule free trial
[image: ]


our offering
highlights at forum

weight training




Divided into two strength areas, we offer you, in addition to an extensive equipment park, a large free weight area with dumbbells up to 60 kg. You have the most diverse, high-quality machines to choose from and sufficient possibilities for an efficient free weight training with barbells and dumbbells. You can not only train strength, but also improve your balance and coordination on several machines.


endurance




Whether you want to get rid of the stress of everyday life, improve your fitness or simply do something for your health - you will find a wide range of endurance equipment such as cross trainers, ergometers, rowing machines, treadmills and steppers. Let your workout be accompanied by a wide range of radio and TV programs.


Group fitness




Our versatile group courses offer something suitable for everyone. In addition to the classics such as aerobics, Pilates, spinning and yoga, we constantly offer new lessons to make the offer as extensive as possible. Our trained instructors lead all courses according to the latest knowledge. Ongoing training is always encouraged. The instructors will motivate you during each workout and help you achieve a new level of well-being.


uxf




Marked by grass green flooring, these UXF workout zones feature the popular TRX bands, battle ropes, sandbags, sleds and more. UXF stands for "Ultimate Fitness eXperience" and was developed by our parent company in New York, Town Sports International to maximize fitness training for faster and more effective results.


calisthenics




Calisthenics is an urban sport that originated in the early 2000s on the outdoor playgrounds and training fields of New York. With our Calisthenics Rack on the second floor, Calisthenics enthusiasts can train in any weather.

For those interested, we offer a beginner's class every Wednesday.



powerlifting




Since February 2022 Forum Fitness is an officially licensed club of Swiss Powerlifting. In our center all conditions are given to do intensive strength and powerlifting training. This includes power racks, benches for bench press, lifting stations, dumbbells up to 60kg, leg press / Hackenschmidt machine for the heaviest training, several cable pull stations and much more.


Pain therapy Liebscher and Bracht




The treatment developed by Liebscher and Bracht specifically releases misprogrammed muscle tension. Our trainer, who is trained for this, treats the "alarm pain receptors" by applying pressure with his hands, and the pain is thus released. In addition, individual exercises are learned with fascia rollers in order to release adhesions from head to toe.


Personal training




Optimize your training with the expert guidance of a personal trainer. Your personal trainer will put together a training plan tailored to you and your fitness goals. They will accompany you on your fitness journey providing motivation and ensuring the correct execution of exercises during your workout all while keeping you focused on your goals and motivated to reach your personal best.


FITNESS-GUIDE / FITWORX





Together with FITWORX, we offer access to over 70 of the best independent fitness studios in Switzerland at no extra charge. All you need is the Fitness Guide app and a one-year subscription to one of our clubs.

Click here for more information (Admission per partner studio is limited to 30x per year).


wellness




In our mixed wellness area there is a Finnish sauna, a nice relaxation room to relax, showers and a small terrace.





find your right option
MEMBERSHIPS

12 months6 Months3 months
Silver

CHF

67

/mo



Access
Special hours

Entrance fee
one-time CHF 50.-

min. duration
 12 months / CHF 804.-


buyfree trial

Silver

CHF

489

/6mo



Access
Special hours

Entrance fee
included

min. duration
 6 months / CHF 489.-


buyfree trial

Silver

CHF

269

/3mo



Access
Special hours

Entrance fee
included

min. duration
 3 months / CHF 269.-


buyfree trial

gold

CHF

92

/mo



Access
unlimited

Entrance fee
one-time CHF 50.-

min. duration
 12 months / CHF 1'104.-


buyfree trial

gold

CHF

619

/6mo



Access
unlimited

Entrance fee
included

min. duration
 6 months / CHF 619.-


buyfree trial

gold

CHF

339

/3mo



Access
unlimited

Entrance fee
included

min. duration
 3 months / CHF 339.-


buyfree trial

weiteres

single entry
CHF 25.-

locker
CHF 15.- (monthly)
CHF 100.- (annually)

towel
CHF 3.-

personal training
CHF 45.- (30 min)
CHF 90.- (60 min)


other pricesfree trial


Find more offers in our complete price list.
View complete price list
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Make your training
even more effective! 
book personal trainer
[image: ]


workout in a group instead of alone
our group courses

We offer a variety of group courses at Forum Fitness Basel. The number of places in the courses is limited, which is why online registration is necessary.
[image: ]

mon
tue
wed
thu
fri
sat
sun

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



08.45 - 09.45
weekly
Fri


Power Yoga
with
Dietmar


register+

09.15 - 10.00
weekly
Wed


Step
with
Idalmis


register+

09.30 - 10.25
weekly
Mon


Fit for ever
with
Susan


register+

09.30-10.20
weekly
Thu


Strong by ZUMBA
with
Yesenia


register+

09.45 - 10.30
weekly
Sun


Pilates
with
tbd


register+

10.00 - 10.45
weekly
Tue


Zumba Fitness
with
Yesenia


register+

10.15 - 11.15
weekly
Fri


Zumba Fitness
with
Idalmis


register+

10.30-11.15
weekly
Mon


Yin Yoga
with
Susan


register+

10.30-11.30
weekly
Sun


Cycling
with
Ruedi


register+

10.45 - 11.45
weekly
Sun


Forum Workout
with
tbd


register+

11.00 - 12.00
weekly
Sat


cycling
with
tbd


register+

12.15 - 13.00
weekly
Tue


Functional Basics
with
Alex


register+

12.15 - 13.00
weekly
Wed


cycling
with
Ruedi


register+

12.15 - 13.00
weekly
Fri


Cycling
with
Ruedi


register+

12.15 - 13.05
weekly
Mon


Power Yoga
with
Yvonne


register+

12.15-13.00
weekly
Thu


Bodylates
with
Beatrice


register+

14.30 - 15.20
weekly
Thu


Fit for Ever
with
Beatrice


register+

18.00 - 18:55
weekly
Thu


TRX
with
Petra


register+

18.00 - 19.00
weekly
Mon


Total Body Workout
with
Tatiana


register+

18.00 - 19.00
weekly
Wed


Calisthenics
with
Jonas


register+

18.00-18.50
weekly
Tue


Power Yoga
with
Anja


register+

19.00 - 20.00
weekly
Mon


Cycle Attack
with
Philippe


register+

19.00 - 20.00
weekly
Tue


Functional Workout
with
Martina


register+

19.00-20.00
weekly
Mon


Cycle Attack
with
Kathrin


register+

19.05 - 20.05
weekly
Thu


Vinyasa Yoga
with
Rahel


register+

19.15-20.15
weekly
Mon


Full Body Power
with
Beatrice


register+

19.20 - 20.20
weekly
Wed


Total Body Workout
with
Jonas


register+

20.05 - 20.35
weekly
Tue


Stretch & Recovery
with
Martina


register+





the forum team
staff and trainers

[image: ]Sibylle Feigenwinter
Studio Manager
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[image: ]Sibylle Feigenwinter
Studio Manager
Sibylle Feigenwinter has been with Forum Fitness since 2009. At the beginning in management/sales and since 2021 she is the studio manager. Her favorite exercises are the leg press and the treadmill.
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[image: ]Tilo Kupper
Fitness Manager
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[image: ]Tilo Kupper
Fitness Manager
Tilo Kupper has been Fitness Manager at Forum Fitness since 2008. He already became 3 times World Champion and 6 times European Champion in bench press.


Areas of expertise:
	Preventive and rehabilitative health training
	Sports nutrition and supplements consultant
	Trained pain and movementtherapist
	Powerlifting, Technique and planning



Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Alexander Narr
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Alexander Narr
Personal Trainer
Alexander Narr has been a fitness trainer at Forum Fitness since 2016. In the gym he loves to do deadlifts and listen to heavy metal.


Areas of expertise:
	Expert in the field of muscle building
	A/B Fitnesstrainer
	Certified Personal Trainer
	Animal Athlethics, Functional Training, Kettlebell



Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Katia Scacchi
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Katia Scacchi
Personal Trainer
Katia Scacchi has been a personal trainer at Forum Fitness since 2023. Her favorite exercises are leg press, hipthrust and hip extension. Ideally, this is accompanied by Reaggeton and Dembow music.


Areas of expertise:
	Nutrition Coach
	Education in Fitness & Pregnancy




Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Clara Kessler
Trainer
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[image: ]Clara Kessler
Trainer
Clara Kessler has been a fitness instructor at Forum Fitness since 2018. You can often find her on the leg press with a Spotify mix on her ears.
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[image: ]Carla Pfundner
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Carla Pfundner
Personal Trainer
Carla Pfundner has been a fitness- and personal trainer at Forum and Joggeli Fitness since 2021. Her favorite exercise are the Romanian Deadlifts - to which she listens to everything in her music collection.


Areas of expertise:
	Free weight area
	Fitness tests



Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Martina
Personal Trainer, GF Instructor
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[image: ]Martina
Personal Trainer, GF Instructor
Martina has been a group fitness instructor and fitness trainer at Forum Fitness since 2017. Besides functional training, she loves powerlifting. She gets the musical push with hip hop, EDM or hardstyle.


-Functional Training
-Performance-oriented weight training
-Powerlifting
-Nutritional counselling

Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Tobias Knecht
Trainer
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[image: ]Tobias Knecht
Trainer
Tobias Knecht has been a fitness trainer at Forum Fitness since 2008.
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[image: ]Jonas Bitzi
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Jonas Bitzi
Personal Trainer
Jonas Bitzi has been a fitness trainer at Forum Fitness since 2021. He not only enjoys doing it, but also studies sports.


Areas of expertise:
	Weight loss and muscle building
	Lifestyle design - tailored to you, and your life
	Calisthenics



Book Personal Training
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[image: ]Yassine El Orf
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Yassine El Orf
Personal Trainer
Yassine El Orf has been working at Forum Fitness since 2019 and has also successfully completed his apprenticeship here. He now works as a personal trainer.
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[image: ]Fabian Bruhin
Personal Trainer
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[image: ]Fabian Bruhin
Personal Trainer
Fabian Bruhin has been a fitness and personal trainer at Forum Fitness since 2022. Power cleans and single leg squads are a must in the gym. His favorite music is rap, techno or house.
He studies sports at the University of Basel and plays professional American Football for the Helvetic Guards in the ELF (European League of Football).



Book Personal Training
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stay informed
subscribe the newsletter

      

  

    
        
            E-Mail *

        
            

            

        



    







By submitting the request, you agree to our privacy policy.



contact
any questions?

Name
E-Mail
phone

message


By submitting the request, you agree to our privacy policy.


Thank you! Your request has been received.

Oops! Something went wrong when submitting the form.


you want to contact
us directly?
If you have urgent questions, you can of course contact us directly via e-mail or phone.
[image: ]forum@nysc.ch

[image: ]061 322 85 85
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